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Snuggle Salon Session Survey 

Question 1:  On a scale of 1 – 10, how satisfied are you with the 

services you received during the session? 
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Question 2:  If you enjoyed the session, please tell us what you 

enjoyed? 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

07/01/2018 03:15:24 174.214.4.246 5a5190cbce8e4 The loving embrace of my 

snuggler 

09/01/2018 06:22:36 207.62.246.200 5a55086ca90f0 She was very warm, 

comfortable, and affectionate.  

I felt at ease holding her even 

though we met once. 

11/01/2018 04:25:40 107.3.161.250 5a56e743eae9e Beth is a wonderful person. 

She listened to me and made 

me comfortable. She is very 

matured and very 

knowledgeable. I liked chatting 

with her.  

13/01/2018 08:27:58 73.90.181.114 5a5a6bcddda52 I enjoyed the snuggle and 

cuddling session with Yvonne, 

she made me comfortable and 

did great cuddling session. 

Time passes very quickly, I 

would recommend this to 

everyone. 

15/01/2018 05:43:23 174.215.1.206 5a5c3f7b0529e Amberâ ™s personality and 

warmth 

15/01/2018 06:22:33 174.215.7.171 5a5cf16940bbe  

20/01/2018 03:02:55 73.93.38.62 5a62b15f6a6f3 Sarah made me really 

comfortable. She's a very nice 

person. Cuddling her was 

blissful. 

21/01/2018 04:08:18 174.215.0.134 5a64baf23b1cc My snuggler was very 

welcoming, supportive, 

pleasant and snuggleable. She 
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appeared to enjoy our session 

as much as I did. 

21/01/2018 06:30:43 174.214.5.187 5a64dc536209f  

24/01/2018 09:22:45 173.199.80.131 5a685064da0df Beth was amazing. I arrived 

somewhat apprehensive, but 

she put me at ease right away. 

I left feeling very relaxed and 

much better. 

26/01/2018 11:47:19 73.158.170.218 5a6bbe07561e8 Everything 

30/01/2018 05:43:24 73.162.30.84 5a7005fbd9760  

01/02/2018 06:22:16 67.180.55.222 5a72b2183fb41 It was a wonderful 

experience.... feeling relaxed 

and energized..!! You are an 

angel.. !! Thanks a ton  !!  

16/02/2018 01:26:03 52.8.253.192 5a86dbeb9c5f0 I found the whole experience 

very comfortable and relaxing. 

19/02/2018 03:44:31 24.6.183.239 5a8af0df8e934 The joyous feeling of being 

touched. Engaging in an 

excellent conversation and 

feeling at ease. I would like to 

have more sessions with 

Jamie. 

19/02/2018 05:26:15 98.207.89.208 5a8b08b7c0ed1 The welcome, body rub and 

the tight pressure cuddling 

enjoyed a lot. I would 

definitely go to Olivia again. 

19/02/2018 11:36:55 107.219.44.161 5a8b5f9793032 I greatly appreciated: - The 

ease and professionalism in 

getting set up with an 

appointment, including the 

change-up to an airbnb, which 

worked out really great! - 

Michelle was wonderful!  This 

being my first time, I was a bit 

nervous, but Michelle put me 

at ease right away, and I 

appreciated her gentle 
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assertiveness, in how she took 

control, which is what I'd 

requested and hoped for :) - In 

all honesty, one of my 

concerns was that I might get 

the 'wrong' feeling from this, 

given how attractive Michelle, 

and all of the snuggle partners 

are... But I'm happy to say that 

this did not happen, and that 

my session truly felt 

therapeutic!  I really hope this 

service catches on and goes 

mainstream, it can really help 

a lot of people :)   

27/02/2018 06:33:33 174.215.16.18 5a95a47d42e89  

05/03/2018 06:42:06 174.214.1.130 5a9d8f7e4d0fe  

10/03/2018 05:19:25 73.162.30.84 5aa36add6b03a  

15/03/2018 08:35:45 96.64.251.237 5aaad921aa084 It was great, Beth was friendly 

and inviting.  I wanted simply 

relax with another person, in 

this case Beth, and for me our 

time together was perfect, just 

what I needed, a weeks 

vacation in one hour. 

16/03/2018 08:43:44 174.214.9.234 5aac2c8027196  

21/03/2018 05:20:14 108.222.74.34 5ab1eb8e83f63  

22/03/2018 01:16:30 24.7.86.61 5ab303eea6f5e I enjoyed the time together 

and ability to connect with 

another person through 

human touch. 

22/03/2018 04:16:09 99.38.252.79 5ab3d6c95326e Amber is very outgoing. 

27/03/2018 06:41:33 172.58.35.92 5aba905d73f35 I enjoyed how everything had 

an organic flow to it. Layla Is a 

naturally nurturing individual.  
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04/04/2018 11:13:18 205.174.240.236 5ac55c0ea917b Sarah was super 

accommodating and was great 

at making me feel 

comfortable. She was very 

much focussed upon me. 

11/04/2018 06:02:27 50.0.38.78 5acda4f368961 I enjoyed the session with 

Layla a lot. The cuddling was  

so relaxing and the cuddle 

partner, Layla made me feel so 

comfortable 

11/04/2018 10:18:36 50.240.210.249 5ace89bc11aa8 I felt spiritually connected to 

my Snuggler. I was able to 

relax and feel safe. 

18/04/2018 09:31:52 98.210.100.196 5ad7b9482b56b I enjoyed how Layla made me 

feel comfortable throughout 

the session and respected my 

boundaries.  

21/04/2018 05:25:36 108.85.104.23 5adacb5005782 Felt nervous at first because I 

didnâ ™t know what to 

expect. After a few minutes 

with Haven, she was very open 

and I was able enjoy our 

conversation and time.  

28/04/2018 04:17:25 172.58.35.158 5ae49e95c4c68 Relaxed atmosphere. Great 

partner.  

29/04/2018 03:56:41 172.58.38.253 5ae54278cd5dd Sarah was awesome. Very 

friendly and easy to talk to. 

Felt very welcomed.  

06/05/2018 01:32:05 108.83.118.113 5aee5b14e5896 It was nice to have someone to 

hold and cuddle with and 

share conversation 

07/05/2018 12:27:39 76.103.155.115 5aef9d7b5c0eb I have not felt this good in a 

long time.  

08/05/2018 04:57:39 108.83.118.113 5af12e43bee92 she was a very good snuggler. 

Knew all the right sounds and 

snuggle positions for me. 
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11/05/2018 10:00:54 69.181.200.223 5af6129674416 Any chance to lower defenses 

and enjoy a great conversation 

or calm silence with an 

accommodating and beautiful 

woman, is a must to leave any 

worries for another day. 

22/05/2018 03:18:46 69.181.200.223 5b038c161d6a2 From the moment the door 

opens, you feel like you are 

home.  

04/06/2018 05:53:28 73.93.179.211 5b14d3d834429 It was a safe, nurturing and 

therapeutic space. My stress 

melted away and I felt totally 

relaxed. If I were to compare, I 

would say snuggling does to 

your brain what a therapeutic 

massage does to your body.  

06/06/2018 08:15:54 108.228.13.4 5b1840f9e406c I enjoyed being with Michelle!  

She's amazing and a great 

person to talk with! 

16/06/2018 03:18:39 172.92.5.108 5b24818f43baf I thought Beth was stylish in 

her fashion choices, warm 

(both metaphorically and 

literally), and a soothing 

conversationalist!  I also felt 

very comfortable in her 

presence and arms, as she 

seemed very responsive to my 

needsâ ”e.g. suggesting to 

reposition when my arm was 

falling asleep, holding me 

closer during more 

emotionally intense moments 

of the movie (we were 

watching a movie together 

during our session). 

19/06/2018 06:02:12 136.25.166.126 5b29452415532 I felt at ease right away 

because Aerin is a great 

listener and seems very 

comfortable, present, warm, 

and kind. I was so much more 

comfortable than I expected 

I'd be, and I think that has so 
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much to do with Aerin's way of 

putting me at ease. 

22/06/2018 09:20:08 76.102.46.211 5b2d6808024fa Michelle is very good listener, 

intelligent, open minded and 

empathetic.  I booked for 90 

minutes, but our time flew by 

so fast, i booked an additional 

90 minutes.  The snuggle room 

in Santa Clara is very cozy and 

parking is easy. 

23/06/2018 03:49:17 98.210.161.130 5b2dc33d304dd Really relaxing!  Love being 

able to closely connect with 

someone without it being 

strange.  Each time, I have felt 

much better after a session, 

and the feeling lingers for 

several days following. 

24/06/2018 02:23:56 192.241.196.183 5b2fa97bd2586  

28/06/2018 12:23:35 99.22.140.89 5b342a875efb7 Michelle made me feel 

comfortable knowing I was 

very nervous having this be my 

first time trying anything like 

this.  I was very reluctant at 

this initially but really glad that 

I did. I walked out feeling 

better than I have in a while.  

30/06/2018 06:30:19 108.83.118.113 5b37237b2b169 We were able to communicate 

comfortably. And she was a 

very good snuggler 

11/07/2018 02:08:12 107.220.149.207 5b45668cb3c9d The expectations of the 

session were clearly detailed 

on the website, the contract, 

and discussions with Beth.  

The session was relaxing, non-

stressful, and the session 

setting was very comfortable.  

Beth's touch was caring and 

amazing! 

29/07/2018 11:21:27 189.221.44.188 5b5e4bf77abc0 She is friendly and nice and 
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has a great smile that warms 

up the scene. She is a good 

conversationalist. 

11/08/2018 07:34:48 45.30.29.179 5b6f3a58154bb The level of relaxation  

20/08/2018 10:13:36 209.119.81.211 5b7b3d10bfb35 I enjoyed the hugs and the 

conversation. 

22/08/2018 03:48:31 24.6.139.15 5b7cdd0f6c925 The warmth, social 

connection, and activation of 

senses. 

24/08/2018 08:52:13 76.246.8.179 5b806ffce2811 Such a safe, welcoming, 

comforting space that Olivia 

created! Session exceeded 

expectations! 

31/08/2018 11:59:40 73.189.220.79 5b89d66c8b92d Judgement-free zone, general 

silliness 

07/09/2018 03:55:49 24.6.183.239 5b91f6c4e0f17 Nice vibes.  

09/09/2018 07:58:13 76.228.74.154 5b957b558ff13 I enjoyed my conversation and 

making a connection with my 

snuggler. 

11/09/2018 02:12:35 23.110.1.52 5b972492da7a8 Olivia was super cool, and I 

found our session together 

relaxing and deeply satisfying.  

Genuinely friendly, caring, and 

thoroughly professional. 

12/09/2018 04:06:41 64.13.152.90 5b9890d0d54c3 1. The conversation with my 

Snuggle Partner  

16/09/2018 06:17:12 72.68.129.238 5b9e9e28b79ed I enjoyed talking to my 

therapist, it made me feel 

relaxed.  

19/09/2018 02:41:35 12.247.179.70 5ba2601f904e0 Time well spent  

26/09/2018 01:40:02 99.61.166.164 5bab8c322a45b Enjoyed the conversation with 

the snuggle partner. Snuggle 

partner listened to you talk 
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and express your feelings. 

Snuggle partner gave me the 

warmest snuggle and was very 

friendly.   

27/09/2018 08:21:38 66.87.119.191 5bad3bd2c2396 Wendy was polite and cuddly 

and warm 

06/10/2018 09:24:42 67.169.189.106 5bb92819f21dd cuddling, talking 

07/10/2018 04:00:22 107.77.213.156 5bb984d63caa1 Yvonne’s sense of caring and 

warmth to help the customer 

relax is over the top 

15/10/2018 05:17:36 104.3.186.37 5bc422f0b14d3 What I enjoyed about my 

cuddle session was the 

closeness, I just wanted to 

bury myself in her touch, the 

caressing contact and the 

connection. We talked the 

entire time and she also sang 

to me with her absolutely 

beautiful voice. And lastly, I 

enjoyed the ease and joyful 

willingness of my cuddle 

partner.  

22/10/2018 12:57:35 107.77.211.209 5bcd207fa7e93 Yvonne was very 

compassionate, extremely 

knowledgeable in what was 

required, a joy to talk to and 

went above and beyond what I 

would have expected from my 

initial visit with a Cuddlist. 

24/10/2018 07:06:45 98.238.162.151 5bd0c2c53f392 Michelle is a sweet girl who is 

very easy to talk to.  She made 

me feel at ease and provided 

the human touch I needed. 

28/10/2018 11:02:02 98.238.162.151 5bd63feac38a4 Lisa is very friendly, kind and 

compassionate! 

05/11/2018 07:36:02 98.238.162.151 5be09ba2727d2 Lisa made me feel at ease and 

was very comforting. 
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13/11/2018 11:40:26 205.174.240.236 5beb60e9de368 Elaine is very warm and also 

has a great laugh. Our time 

together could appropriately 

be described as comfortably 

joyful. 

12/12/2018 09:14:52 174.212.19.152 5c117a4c2863d Autumn was nice and friendly. 

She was able to make me feel 

at ease.  

29/12/2018 05:52:38 67.188.195.227 5c27b466071e6 Miya is just awesome and so 

comfortable to be with! 

Recommend her any day! 

 

Question 3:  If you were UNSATISFIED, please tell us why? 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

07/01/2018 03:15:24 174.214.4.246 5a5190cbce8e4  

09/01/2018 06:22:36 207.62.246.200 5a55086ca90f0  

11/01/2018 04:25:40 107.3.161.250 5a56e743eae9e  

13/01/2018 08:27:58 73.90.181.114 5a5a6bcddda52 nA 

15/01/2018 05:43:23 174.215.1.206 5a5c3f7b0529e  

15/01/2018 06:22:33 174.215.7.171 5a5cf16940bbe  

20/01/2018 03:02:55 73.93.38.62 5a62b15f6a6f3  

21/01/2018 04:08:18 174.215.0.134 5a64baf23b1cc  

21/01/2018 06:30:43 174.214.5.187 5a64dc536209f  

24/01/2018 09:22:45 173.199.80.131 5a685064da0df  

26/01/2018 11:47:19 73.158.170.218 5a6bbe07561e8 It didn't last forever. 
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30/01/2018 05:43:24 73.162.30.84 5a7005fbd9760  

01/02/2018 06:22:16 67.180.55.222 5a72b2183fb41  

16/02/2018 01:26:03 52.8.253.192 5a86dbeb9c5f0  

19/02/2018 03:44:31 24.6.183.239 5a8af0df8e934 None at all. 

19/02/2018 05:26:15 98.207.89.208 5a8b08b7c0ed1  

19/02/2018 11:36:55 107.219.44.161 5a8b5f9793032  

27/02/2018 06:33:33 174.215.16.18 5a95a47d42e89  

05/03/2018 06:42:06 174.214.1.130 5a9d8f7e4d0fe  

10/03/2018 05:19:25 73.162.30.84 5aa36add6b03a  

15/03/2018 08:35:45 96.64.251.237 5aaad921aa084 The session was perfect. 

16/03/2018 08:43:44 174.214.9.234 5aac2c8027196  

21/03/2018 05:20:14 108.222.74.34 5ab1eb8e83f63  

22/03/2018 01:16:30 24.7.86.61 5ab303eea6f5e  

22/03/2018 04:16:09 99.38.252.79 5ab3d6c95326e  

27/03/2018 06:41:33 172.58.35.92 5aba905d73f35  

04/04/2018 11:13:18 205.174.240.236 5ac55c0ea917b n/a 

11/04/2018 06:02:27 50.0.38.78 5acda4f368961  

11/04/2018 10:18:36 50.240.210.249 5ace89bc11aa8 n/a 

18/04/2018 09:31:52 98.210.100.196 5ad7b9482b56b  

21/04/2018 05:25:36 108.85.104.23 5adacb5005782  

28/04/2018 04:17:25 172.58.35.158 5ae49e95c4c68  

29/04/2018 03:56:41 172.58.38.253 5ae54278cd5dd  
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06/05/2018 01:32:05 108.83.118.113 5aee5b14e5896  

07/05/2018 12:27:39 76.103.155.115 5aef9d7b5c0eb  

08/05/2018 04:57:39 108.83.118.113 5af12e43bee92  

11/05/2018 10:00:54 69.181.200.223 5af6129674416  

22/05/2018 03:18:46 69.181.200.223 5b038c161d6a2  

04/06/2018 05:53:28 73.93.179.211 5b14d3d834429  

06/06/2018 08:15:54 108.228.13.4 5b1840f9e406c  

16/06/2018 03:18:39 172.92.5.108 5b24818f43baf  

19/06/2018 06:02:12 136.25.166.126 5b29452415532  

22/06/2018 09:20:08 76.102.46.211 5b2d6808024fa  

23/06/2018 03:49:17 98.210.161.130 5b2dc33d304dd  

24/06/2018 02:23:56 192.241.196.183 5b2fa97bd2586  

28/06/2018 12:23:35 99.22.140.89 5b342a875efb7  

30/06/2018 06:30:19 108.83.118.113 5b37237b2b169 I was very satisfied  

11/07/2018 02:08:12 107.220.149.207 5b45668cb3c9d  

29/07/2018 11:21:27 189.221.44.188 5b5e4bf77abc0 For the majority of the 90 

minute session she just laid 

there. She did not move 

except when I shoe=wed her 

what I wanted and then she 

would snuggle for a few 

minutes and then just lie on 

her back and not move and 

barely touch me.  

11/08/2018 07:34:48 45.30.29.179 5b6f3a58154bb  

20/08/2018 10:13:36 209.119.81.211 5b7b3d10bfb35  I requested that we stood up 

and hugged but she did not 
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feel comfortable. It confused 

me as this was a platonic 

position so I wasn't sure why 

she did not want to do it at the 

start of our session. 

22/08/2018 03:48:31 24.6.139.15 5b7cdd0f6c925  

24/08/2018 08:52:13 76.246.8.179 5b806ffce2811 -- 

31/08/2018 11:59:40 73.189.220.79 5b89d66c8b92d  

07/09/2018 03:55:49 24.6.183.239 5b91f6c4e0f17 Too serious, very reserved. 

Was feeling little tensed... 

09/09/2018 07:58:13 76.228.74.154 5b957b558ff13  

11/09/2018 02:12:35 23.110.1.52 5b972492da7a8  

12/09/2018 04:06:41 64.13.152.90 5b9890d0d54c3 NA 

16/09/2018 06:17:12 72.68.129.238 5b9e9e28b79ed  

19/09/2018 02:41:35 12.247.179.70 5ba2601f904e0  

26/09/2018 01:40:02 99.61.166.164 5bab8c322a45b Nothing unsatisfied. 

27/09/2018 08:21:38 66.87.119.191 5bad3bd2c2396 Wendy said she's new to 

snuggling and I think we both 

felt a bit awkward and self-

conscious and didn't know 

what to talk about. What 

might help in the future is 

more discussion before 

starting to cuddle, verbally 

going over ground rules and 

what we both like. I could have 

taken more initiative as well, 

but I didn't quite know how to 

word it. It's also possible 

Wendy just wasn't 

comfortable with me and 

didn't feel comfortable or able 

to express that. It would also 

possibly help make the end 
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smoother if there's discussion 

about whether to leave alone 

or together from the hotel 

room; I am a little worried 

Wendy was uncomfortable 

returning the hotel key with 

me nearby, but I didn't think of 

that possibility beforehand. 

06/10/2018 09:24:42 67.169.189.106 5bb92819f21dd  

07/10/2018 04:00:22 107.77.213.156 5bb984d63caa1  

15/10/2018 05:17:36 104.3.186.37 5bc422f0b14d3  

22/10/2018 12:57:35 107.77.211.209 5bcd207fa7e93 n/a 

24/10/2018 07:06:45 98.238.162.151 5bd0c2c53f392  

28/10/2018 11:02:02 98.238.162.151 5bd63feac38a4  

05/11/2018 07:36:02 98.238.162.151 5be09ba2727d2  

13/11/2018 11:40:26 205.174.240.236 5beb60e9de368 N/A 

12/12/2018 09:14:52 174.212.19.152 5c117a4c2863d  

29/12/2018 05:52:38 67.188.195.227 5c27b466071e6  
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Question 4:  Will you schedule another snuggle session with 

us? 

 

 

Question 5:  Was your Snuggle Partner snuggly, friendly and 

accommodating? 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

07/01/2018 03:15:24 174.214.4.246 5a5190cbce8e4 Yes 

09/01/2018 06:22:36 207.62.246.200 5a55086ca90f0 Yes, in every way. 
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11/01/2018 04:25:40 107.3.161.250 5a56e743eae9e Yes. Awesome is the only 

word.  

13/01/2018 08:27:58 73.90.181.114 5a5a6bcddda52 yes 

15/01/2018 05:43:23 174.215.1.206 5a5c3f7b0529e Yes 

15/01/2018 06:22:33 174.215.7.171 5a5cf16940bbe  

20/01/2018 03:02:55 73.93.38.62 5a62b15f6a6f3 yes 

21/01/2018 04:08:18 174.215.0.134 5a64baf23b1cc Very much so. 

21/01/2018 06:30:43 174.214.5.187 5a64dc536209f  

24/01/2018 09:22:45 173.199.80.131 5a685064da0df She was great! I couldn’t  have 

asked for a better snuggle 

partner! 

26/01/2018 11:47:19 73.158.170.218 5a6bbe07561e8 Yes 

30/01/2018 05:43:24 73.162.30.84 5a7005fbd9760  

01/02/2018 06:22:16 67.180.55.222 5a72b2183fb41 Yes 

16/02/2018 01:26:03 52.8.253.192 5a86dbeb9c5f0 Yes 

19/02/2018 03:44:31 24.6.183.239 5a8af0df8e934 Yes, very friendly and 

accommodating.  

19/02/2018 05:26:15 98.207.89.208 5a8b08b7c0ed1 Very friendly and polite  

19/02/2018 11:36:55 107.219.44.161 5a8b5f9793032 Absolutely!  It felt so natural to 

snuggle and open up to 

Michelle, her experience 

shines through. 

27/02/2018 06:33:33 174.215.16.18 5a95a47d42e89  

05/03/2018 06:42:06 174.214.1.130 5a9d8f7e4d0fe  

10/03/2018 05:19:25 73.162.30.84 5aa36add6b03a yes 
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15/03/2018 08:35:45 96.64.251.237 5aaad921aa084 Yes, she was perfect. 

16/03/2018 08:43:44 174.214.9.234 5aac2c8027196  

21/03/2018 05:20:14 108.222.74.34 5ab1eb8e83f63  

22/03/2018 01:16:30 24.7.86.61 5ab303eea6f5e Yes 

22/03/2018 04:16:09 99.38.252.79 5ab3d6c95326e Yes. 

27/03/2018 06:41:33 172.58.35.92 5aba905d73f35 Kayla was very 

accommodating and friendly. 

She was very attentive and 

intuitive to what I needed in 

the time we cuddled. It was a 

very relaxing session. 

04/04/2018 11:13:18 205.174.240.236 5ac55c0ea917b Yes! 

11/04/2018 06:02:27 50.0.38.78 5acda4f368961 Layla is an amazing, warm and 

friendly person. The best 

cuddle session I ever had. 

Layla makes you feel so 

comfortable and relaxing, after 

the session I feel like I rested 

for a week. I would love to see 

her again and cannot wait for 

my next session 

11/04/2018 10:18:36 50.240.210.249 5ace89bc11aa8 Yes, very much so! 

18/04/2018 09:31:52 98.210.100.196 5ad7b9482b56b Yes 

21/04/2018 05:25:36 108.85.104.23 5adacb5005782 Yes 

28/04/2018 04:17:25 172.58.35.158 5ae49e95c4c68 Yes she was 

29/04/2018 03:56:41 172.58.38.253 5ae54278cd5dd Very.  

06/05/2018 01:32:05 108.83.118.113 5aee5b14e5896 Yes. She was very friendly and 

snuggly 

07/05/2018 12:27:39 76.103.155.115 5aef9d7b5c0eb Yes YES Yes  
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08/05/2018 04:57:39 108.83.118.113 5af12e43bee92 She was an A+ at all of the 

above 

11/05/2018 10:00:54 69.181.200.223 5af6129674416 Olivia was my snuggle partner, 

and was friendly and pleasant. 

Very intelligent and open to 

any type of discussion. I highly 

recommended, her session for 

anyone wanting a no pressure, 

relaxed environment to leave 

the lunacy of the world 

behind, if only for a limited 

time. 

22/05/2018 03:18:46 69.181.200.223 5b038c161d6a2 Olivia allows you to lower 

defenses by opening herself 

up with trust. This in turn 

creates an aura of deep 

relaxation, great conversation, 

and stress relief. 

04/06/2018 05:53:28 73.93.179.211 5b14d3d834429 Absolutely. She is a healer.  

06/06/2018 08:15:54 108.228.13.4 5b1840f9e406c She was VERY 

accommodating!  She drove to 

me! 

16/06/2018 03:18:39 172.92.5.108 5b24818f43baf Yes to all of the above! 

19/06/2018 06:02:12 136.25.166.126 5b29452415532 yes 

22/06/2018 09:20:08 76.102.46.211 5b2d6808024fa Yes, Michelle is snuggly and 

friendly.  I wasn't sure if she 

would be able to help me 

process whether to marry this 

woman I've been dating for 

the last 2 years, but very soon, 

felt very comfortable in 

opening up and share my 

heart.  There was so much to 

share, I need to visit her when 

I get back in a month. 

23/06/2018 03:49:17 98.210.161.130 5b2dc33d304dd Layla is fantastic!  Layla is 

warm, welcoming, gentle and 

empathetic.  She is also a great 
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listener.  With all of that, Layla 

also has a great sense of 

humor.  A two-hour session 

just seems too short!  Super 

relaxing being with her.  Read 

her profile...all of it is true. 

24/06/2018 02:23:56 192.241.196.183 5b2fa97bd2586  

28/06/2018 12:23:35 99.22.140.89 5b342a875efb7 Very much so. She could tell I 

was nervous and helped calm 

those down  

30/06/2018 06:30:19 108.83.118.113 5b37237b2b169 Yes to all of the above.  

11/07/2018 02:08:12 107.220.149.207 5b45668cb3c9d Absolutely!  Beth is a 

wonderful, warm, caring 

person who enjoys her work 

and life. 

29/07/2018 11:21:27 189.221.44.188 5b5e4bf77abc0 She is very easy to get along 

with and she is warm and 

friendly....great smile and very 

articulate about her spirituality 

which was very interesting. 

But while she was friendly, she 

did not really seem into 

snuggling but rather just lying 

there. 

11/08/2018 07:34:48 45.30.29.179 5b6f3a58154bb Yes very much so  

20/08/2018 10:13:36 209.119.81.211 5b7b3d10bfb35 Friendly but not 100% 

accommodating  

22/08/2018 03:48:31 24.6.139.15 5b7cdd0f6c925 Yes 

24/08/2018 08:52:13 76.246.8.179 5b806ffce2811 Yes, to the nth degree. Olivia 

made the session so 

wonderful, calmed so many 

nerves, and made me feel so 

relaxed and at ease.  

31/08/2018 11:59:40 73.189.220.79 5b89d66c8b92d Absolutely, Melanie is a 

wonderful human 
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07/09/2018 03:55:49 24.6.183.239 5b91f6c4e0f17 Very friendly, accommodating 

but not snuggly. 

09/09/2018 07:58:13 76.228.74.154 5b957b558ff13 Yes, she was great. 

11/09/2018 02:12:35 23.110.1.52 5b972492da7a8 Yes. 

12/09/2018 04:06:41 64.13.152.90 5b9890d0d54c3 Yes, very much! 

16/09/2018 06:17:12 72.68.129.238 5b9e9e28b79ed Yes, she was friendly and 

accommodating. I should have 

opened up and cuddled more. 

I think I was initially hesitant  

19/09/2018 02:41:35 12.247.179.70 5ba2601f904e0 Yes 

26/09/2018 01:40:02 99.61.166.164 5bab8c322a45b YES 

27/09/2018 08:21:38 66.87.119.191 5bad3bd2c2396 Yes, although she didn't seem 

interested in talking much. It 

could just be difference in 

personalities or nervousness. 

06/10/2018 09:24:42 67.169.189.106 5bb92819f21dd yes 

07/10/2018 04:00:22 107.77.213.156 5bb984d63caa1 Most definetly 

15/10/2018 05:17:36 104.3.186.37 5bc422f0b14d3 My snuggle partner was 

indeed super snuggly and a 

little wiggly when we switch 

positions. She was super 

friendly - just a pleasure to be 

with - as well and generously 

accommodating to all my 

requests. I really wanted to 

honor her, compliment her, 

respect her and be gentle with 

her as a person. 

22/10/2018 12:57:35 107.77.211.209 5bcd207fa7e93 Yes, very much so. 

24/10/2018 07:06:45 98.238.162.151 5bd0c2c53f392 Absolutely she was. 

28/10/2018 11:02:02 98.238.162.151 5bd63feac38a4 Absolutely! 
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05/11/2018 07:36:02 98.238.162.151 5be09ba2727d2 Absolutely! 

13/11/2018 11:40:26 205.174.240.236 5beb60e9de368 Definitely!!!! 

12/12/2018 09:14:52 174.212.19.152 5c117a4c2863d Absolutely! 

29/12/2018 05:52:38 67.188.195.227 5c27b466071e6 Totally! 

 

Question 6:  What could we do to improve our services? 

Timestamp 

(dd/mm/yyyy ) 

IP Address Response Id Answer 

07/01/2018 03:15:24 174.214.4.246 5a5190cbce8e4 Nothing  

09/01/2018 06:22:36 207.62.246.200 5a55086ca90f0 I wouldn't have her change a 

thing; it was absolutely 

perfect. 

11/01/2018 04:25:40 107.3.161.250 5a56e743eae9e I felt that the privacy was 

missing little bit. But not a big 

concern.  

13/01/2018 08:27:58 73.90.181.114 5a5a6bcddda52 doing great, i cannot think of it 

now, but i would like to have 

same day appointment in 

same rate <smile> 

15/01/2018 05:43:23 174.215.1.206 5a5c3f7b0529e  

15/01/2018 06:22:33 174.215.7.171 5a5cf16940bbe  

20/01/2018 03:02:55 73.93.38.62 5a62b15f6a6f3  

21/01/2018 04:08:18 174.215.0.134 5a64baf23b1cc Background noise was 

sometimes distracting.  

21/01/2018 06:30:43 174.214.5.187 5a64dc536209f  

24/01/2018 09:22:45 173.199.80.131 5a685064da0df  
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26/01/2018 11:47:19 73.158.170.218 5a6bbe07561e8 Nothing it's already amazing 

30/01/2018 05:43:24 73.162.30.84 5a7005fbd9760  

01/02/2018 06:22:16 67.180.55.222 5a72b2183fb41  

16/02/2018 01:26:03 52.8.253.192 5a86dbeb9c5f0  

19/02/2018 03:44:31 24.6.183.239 5a8af0df8e934 None that I can think of at this 

time. 

19/02/2018 05:26:15 98.207.89.208 5a8b08b7c0ed1  

19/02/2018 11:36:55 107.219.44.161 5a8b5f9793032 Just keep doing what you guys 

do!   

27/02/2018 06:33:33 174.215.16.18 5a95a47d42e89  

05/03/2018 06:42:06 174.214.1.130 5a9d8f7e4d0fe  

10/03/2018 05:19:25 73.162.30.84 5aa36add6b03a  

15/03/2018 08:35:45 96.64.251.237 5aaad921aa084 Nothing that I can think of. 

16/03/2018 08:43:44 174.214.9.234 5aac2c8027196  

21/03/2018 05:20:14 108.222.74.34 5ab1eb8e83f63  

22/03/2018 01:16:30 24.7.86.61 5ab303eea6f5e  

22/03/2018 04:16:09 99.38.252.79 5ab3d6c95326e  

27/03/2018 06:41:33 172.58.35.92 5aba905d73f35  

04/04/2018 11:13:18 205.174.240.236 5ac55c0ea917b Perhaps a little more 

privacy...at least a door that 

shuts as it was difficult to 

converse comfortably at first 

thinking someone might 

overhear me. 

11/04/2018 06:02:27 50.0.38.78 5acda4f368961  
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11/04/2018 10:18:36 50.240.210.249 5ace89bc11aa8 n/a 

18/04/2018 09:31:52 98.210.100.196 5ad7b9482b56b  

21/04/2018 05:25:36 108.85.104.23 5adacb5005782 Nothing comes to mind 

28/04/2018 04:17:25 172.58.35.158 5ae49e95c4c68  

29/04/2018 03:56:41 172.58.38.253 5ae54278cd5dd I cannot think of anything 

06/05/2018 01:32:05 108.83.118.113 5aee5b14e5896 Not sure if you could do 

anything on your end or not. I 

am still experimenting with it 

and not sure yet whether it is 

right for me or not. I will need 

to see.  

07/05/2018 12:27:39 76.103.155.115 5aef9d7b5c0eb There were a lot of e-mails 

that were very confusing.  

08/05/2018 04:57:39 108.83.118.113 5af12e43bee92 not sure yet. This was a really 

good snuggle session. 

11/05/2018 10:00:54 69.181.200.223 5af6129674416 On your web page I would 

include a 'Sign up' button 

along with a log in. As this 

would make it clearer to 

newer customers that a sign 

up is initially available. Also 

after a customer signs up, 

does a returning customer still 

have to submit a license 

image, if with the same 

provider? 

22/05/2018 03:18:46 69.181.200.223 5b038c161d6a2 Found it difficult online to 

cancel/ reschedule an 

appointment for 'longer time', 

once an appointment was 

established. Was directed by 

my snuggle partner Olivia and 

Yvonne to handle this. Should 

be a one or 2 step process 

online, and easily performed 

by the client. 
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04/06/2018 05:53:28 73.93.179.211 5b14d3d834429  

06/06/2018 08:15:54 108.228.13.4 5b1840f9e406c  

16/06/2018 03:18:39 172.92.5.108 5b24818f43baf Beth seemed to mostly "let me 

drive" the session, but I'm 

often a very awkward snuggler 

(and I often end up in 

positions that cause my neck 

or shoulders to get sore).  I 

would have liked more up-

front guidance about finding 

comfortable positions :) 

19/06/2018 06:02:12 136.25.166.126 5b29452415532  

22/06/2018 09:20:08 76.102.46.211 5b2d6808024fa nothing 

23/06/2018 03:49:17 98.210.161.130 5b2dc33d304dd Add a Bluetooth speaker so 

guests could connect their 

phones for more music 

options 

24/06/2018 02:23:56 192.241.196.183 5b2fa97bd2586  

28/06/2018 12:23:35 99.22.140.89 5b342a875efb7 I'm probably not ready for this 

yet but did see some info 

about cuddle parties so maybe 

if one came up in Sacramento I 

would be interested in 

learning more or possibly 

attending 

30/06/2018 06:30:19 108.83.118.113 5b37237b2b169 I would love it if you had some 

smugglers in my area.  

11/07/2018 02:08:12 107.220.149.207 5b45668cb3c9d  

29/07/2018 11:21:27 189.221.44.188 5b5e4bf77abc0 Make sure the employees 

actually want to snuggle and 

not just lay there practically 

motionless.  When she did 

snuggle it was because I 

physically would place her arm 

on my back, neck, face or 

wherever and start moving it 
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to give her a hint that is what I 

liked but within minutes she 

was back to just lying there 

passively. After a while I got 

tired of doing all the work and 

initiating everything so I just 

decided to lie there for the last 

15 minutes of the session 

within reach but not in contact 

with her. I was hoping she 

would come over and snuggle, 

but no, she continued to lie 

there for 15 minutes - no 

snuggling at all.  So I guess the 

best way to improve your 

services would be to actually 

snuggle.  I did tip her $20 only 

because I always tip out of 

courtesy but for the 140 total 

that I spent, I do not feel I got 

what was promised, 

advertised or paid for.  Would I 

come again? I wish their was a 

choice between "probably not 

" and "I am thinking about it" 

because it's somewhere 

between. 

11/08/2018 07:34:48 45.30.29.179 5b6f3a58154bb Not a thing 

20/08/2018 10:13:36 209.119.81.211 5b7b3d10bfb35 Be more flexible in terms of 

what positions I wanted to do. 

And not ask too many 

questions if my requests were 

platonic. 

22/08/2018 03:48:31 24.6.139.15 5b7cdd0f6c925 Perhaps if some snuggle 

partners are trained in 

massage or other physical 

education, they could write 

that. Some basic cuddle 

exercises to try on the website 

might also be helpful. 

24/08/2018 08:52:13 76.246.8.179 5b806ffce2811 You have such a great concept, 

keep it up! 
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31/08/2018 11:59:40 73.189.220.79 5b89d66c8b92d Open more locations! 

07/09/2018 03:55:49 24.6.183.239 5b91f6c4e0f17 Someone more humourous... 

09/09/2018 07:58:13 76.228.74.154 5b957b558ff13 n/a 

11/09/2018 02:12:35 23.110.1.52 5b972492da7a8  

12/09/2018 04:06:41 64.13.152.90 5b9890d0d54c3  

16/09/2018 06:17:12 72.68.129.238 5b9e9e28b79ed  

19/09/2018 02:41:35 12.247.179.70 5ba2601f904e0 Nothing  

26/09/2018 01:40:02 99.61.166.164 5bab8c322a45b Nothing to say at the moment. 

27/09/2018 08:21:38 66.87.119.191 5bad3bd2c2396  

06/10/2018 09:24:42 67.169.189.106 5bb92819f21dd  

07/10/2018 04:00:22 107.77.213.156 5bb984d63caa1 Nothing 

15/10/2018 05:17:36 104.3.186.37 5bc422f0b14d3 I talked to her about being 

creative with the packages - 

adding a home cooked meal or 

ordering in perhaps. watching 

a movie, cozying up by a 

fireplace with some hot 

chocolate. We discovered the 

overnight option and 

wondered how that worked 

and how it can be improved. 

22/10/2018 12:57:35 107.77.211.209 5bcd207fa7e93 Yes, I will be scheduling 

another session in the future. 

As I was approaching the 

residence, I couldn’t see the 

address on the curb -- I believe 

it was obscured. Luckily, I saw 

Yvonne on the front porch 

waiting for me. 

24/10/2018 07:06:45 98.238.162.151 5bd0c2c53f392 Nothing!  The Snuggle Salon is 

amazing.  I am a frequent 

customer who visits again and 
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again! 

28/10/2018 11:02:02 98.238.162.151 5bd63feac38a4  

05/11/2018 07:36:02 98.238.162.151 5be09ba2727d2 None, Lisa was amazing! 

13/11/2018 11:40:26 205.174.240.236 5beb60e9de368 Hire more people like Emily. 

12/12/2018 09:14:52 174.212.19.152 5c117a4c2863d Nothing.  Everything was 

perfect and accommodating.  

29/12/2018 05:52:38 67.188.195.227 5c27b466071e6 Keep doing what you're doing! 

 


